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7 of 7 review helpful Good But Could Have Gone One Step More By Rajiv Chopra A well written book on the whole 
This book takes a relatively unusual tack in that it does not focus very much on the great leaders of those times but 
focusses a bit more on what happened on the ground so to speak It is the telling of an awful tale a tale in which 
hundreds of thousands were killed and mutilated a tale of the times when The Partition of India in 1947 promised its 
people both political and religious freedom through the liberation of India from British rule and the creation of the 
nbsp Muslim state of Pakistan Instead the geographical divide brought displacement and death and it benefited the few 
at the expense of the very many Thousands of women were raped at least one million people were killed and ten to 
fifteen million were forced to leave their homes as refugees Yasmin Khan a British historian has written a riveting 
book on this terrible story nbsp It is unusual for two reasons nbsp It is composed with flair quite unlike the dense 
academic plodding that modern Indian history usually delivers Second it tu 
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